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6Overview
This project creates an urban sublime experience at an abandoned railroad in 
order to foster a reflection and healing experience in terms of sexual violence. 
The big strategy is evoking an urban sublime in the landscape as a bridge to 
inform, to connect and to heal. The experiment of physical actions to materials 
and how that could achieve the sublime experience above  is also addressed.
In Phase I, the investigation focuses on the definition of sublime and what the 
sublime is using for. Literature review, site analysis,  interviews and experiments 
are done to clarify the relationship between sexual violence, site and sublime.
In Phase II, the research focuses on rigorous space analysis and material 
exploration of current site. Precedents studies, models are made to explore 
possible future programs. A big concept of programming is determined in this 
phase.
In Phase III, the proposed strategies and ideas are tested by the site-specific 
design. A series of representation of the space, material and emotional 
qualities of the space is produced to help exploration.
7Site
Graffiti Pier is one of the piers in the 142-acre Port Richmond Rail Yards located 
in northeast Philadelphia along the Delaware River near Richmond Street. It 
served as the transfer point for coal arriving via rail from mines in northeastern 
Pennsylvania and was decommissioned and abandoned with the decline of 
coal industry. Due to the exoticness, the site is popular among graffiti artists, 
photographers, and adventurous visitors. However, Due to the wilderness and 
lack of visibility, sexual violence can happen on these sites, which prevents 
women from enjoying the beauty and adventurous nature of these sites.   In 
2015, two girls were raped there. The increasing of crime eventually resulted 
in the closure of the entire area.
The remaining structure on the site was the understructure for the rail roads. 
It supports the coal industry. The remnants show the violent history of the 
site disturbed by technological developments and is now still disturbed by 
graffiti and adventurers. This disturbance gives it potential to be elated and 
foster a sublime experience. The forest before the pier and the various types 
of spaces created by this remaining structure give it potential to e transformed 
into a safer space without destroying the sense of adventure, wilderness and 
freedom.
1
Photo by Bradley Maule
1.  “Port Richmond Rail Yards.” Real Estate Solutions Group, www.resgroup.net/projects/industrial-development/port-richmond-rail-yards/.
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Abstract
Phase One starts with exploring how comfort women are 
unrepresented and what violent actions they have suffered. 
It includes the results of a survey and an interview conducted 
where people attempt to understand the suffering of comfort 
women.
Through literature review and diagrams, the definition of the 
sublime addressing feminine oppression is articulated.
Site analysis including history and contexts, sequence 
potential and materiality potential are conducted by 
secondary descriptive strategies, modeling and correlation, 
and experiments. 
A deeper understanding of Gutai Art and material exploration 
is made through case studies and experiments.
Comfort Women
Unpresentable Infrastructure
Demolished & Abandoned
Wide Graffiti Anywhere
Girls Raped on Site
Unknown Future Violence
Victims from Brutal Violence
Forgotten
Dying & Disappearing
Stands out & Suffering
Future Violence
Site
The Existence of Sexual Violence
Create an Analogical Sublime Experience 
A Sequence of Landscape design
My design and manipulation 
of the material to create this 
sequence of landscape
Design Visitor's Interaction 
of the Material on site
A reciprocal Connection
Address
Achieve
Gutai Art
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Introduction Methods
This phase starts from caring for a particular group of 
women—comfort women, who are aging and leaving us soon. 
Comfort women issue is just one example of the countless 
violences to female body. Other than this, there are other 
violences to mother earth analogical to female body. There 
are brutal violence as well as “slow violence” .
In this phase, I am taking comfort women as an example to 
study the violence and build the argument about how to 
create a analogical sublime experience to address this issue.
1. Literature Review: read books and papers about the history and the 
suffering  of the comfort women, the violence and the Gutai Art
2. Survey: a questionnaire in studio gathering people’s intuitive 
understanding of violence 
3. Interview: an interview of Asian students’ interpretations of comfort 
women’s suffering
4. Case Studies: study the Gutai Art, Destructive Art and other Art pieces 
that fosters a sublime feeling
5. Modeling and Correlations: analyze the site spatial qualities through 
diagrams and interpretations
6. Experiments: making models of different material explorations
Unpresentable Infrastructure
Demolished & Abandoned
Wide Graffiti Anywhere
Girls Raped on Site
Unknown Future Violence
A reciprocal Connection
Address
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2. Slow Violence is an ideal raised by Nixon, Rob. in his book Slow Violence and the Environmentalism 
of the Poor. Harvard University Press, 2011. “By slow violence, I mean a violence that occurs 
gradually and out of sight, a violence of delayed destruction that is dispersed across time and space, 
an attritional violence that is typically not viewed as violence at all.”
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Phase 1.1 SEXUAL VIOLENCE
Comfort women are a group of women who were taken into sex slavery by 
the Japanese Army during World War II. It has been estimated that more than 
200,000 women were forced into sex slavery throughout Asia from 1932 to 
the end of World War II.  But they are aging and leaving us soon. According 
to two documentary film Thirty-Two and Twenty-Two, in 2012, there’re only 
32 known comfort women alive in China. In 2014 and 2017, the number 
becomes 22 and 8. 
Comfort Women
3
3. Miers, Suzanne. “Contemporary forms of slavery.” Canadian Journal of African Studies/La 
Revue canadienne des études africaines 34, no. 3 (2000): 714-747.
Korean comfort women who were survived and protected in Lameng, Yunnan, September 3rd, 1945. 
The US National Archive.
Chinese and Korea comfort women with Japanese captors.
The US National Archive.
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They suffered violence from soldiers. They are now suffering from invoking 
those horrible memories while tolerating blame and discrimination as they 
stand in front of the public. They will continue suffering in a way we could 
never imagine. Besides a personal apology from Japanese Prime Minister Shina 
Abe and the 1bn yen ($8.3 million) given to the victims, there’s no sufficiently 
official apology exists from the Japanese Government. 
Many of them lived with shame and discriminations until some are standing 
out and asking for justice. They are not the one who conducted the crimes 
or sins. They are all victims. Only if we all face and admit this fact, could they 
and future victims start their new lives with confident and positive attitudes.
"I was nothing but a toy, as a human being I meant nothing, 
that's how it felt during the Japanese era."
—Niyem, born 1933, Karangmojo, Yogyakarta
“After experiencing that life in the garrison and being 
raped, I swear that until I die, I will fight for justice, not just 
for me but for all the women who were victims during the 
war,”
—Narcisa Claveria, born 1933, Philippines
The issue should be addressed not only because it screams for justice, but  
also because people should know the violence existed. There are violences 
against women including rape, domestic violence and sexual harassment. But 
there’re also “slow violence” that is less brutal and sudden, like discrimination 
and injustice facing job opportunities or ignorance. 
 
Slow violence on nature exists in forms like climate change, the thawing 
cryosphere and acidifying oceans. The actions of slow violence are relatively 
invisible, but the consequences spread in time and space. 
“Once you get used not seeing something, then, slowly, it’s no longer 
possible to see it.” 
—Arundhati Roy 
“The past is never dead. It’s not even past.”
— William Faulkner
"If the past of slow violence is never past, so too the post is never fully post.”
— Nixon, Rob
Rape
Domestic Violence
Brutal Violence Slow Violence
Sexual Harrassment DescriminationIgnorance
Undervalue
4
5
4. “Abe, Park Agree to Implement ‘Comfort Women’ Deal.” South China Morning Post, Kyodo in 
Washington, 1 Apr. 2016, www.scmp.com/news/asia/diplomacy/article/1932788/abe-park-agree-
implement-comfort-women-deal.
5. Nixon, Rob. Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor. Harvard University Press, 
2011. 2.
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In this survey, students are asked to come 
up with five different verbs when they 
think about violence. The words could 
either be towards female or towards land.
Here are the results of the words and 
the frequency about how many times 
it appears. 85 different words were 
collected at end. The most frequent one 
appears 12 times.
This is a photo of people’s intuitive 
responses of five different words 
when they think about violence.
Appear more than one times Appear one time
Survey
hit
kick
beat
punch
rape
stab
crush
push
bite
shoot
attack
drag
yell
Strike
ignore
slap
bleed
break
choke
descriminate
force
hurt
kill
knock
pinch
smack
split
tear
abuse
assault
bend
bind
bomb
bondage
brutalize
bump
burn
collide
crash
curse
cut
Damage
demean
deneigrate
depress
devastate
die
disconcert
disturb
drink
explode
flip
harm
jab
keep silence
kidnap
lash
manipulate
pirate jump
plunder
press
prick
punture
punch
robe
run
scratch
seize
shake
shove
slab
smother
spit
stare
swing
take (away)
threat
throw
thump
trample
twist
verbal assault
violate
whip
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Some Asian students are interviewed about their understanding of the emotion change of a 
comfort woman from a girl being captured to her death or survival.
“Scared — Desperate — Numb — Guilty — Shameful — Calm” — Meng Wang(F)
“Unknown — Terrified — Disgusted — Hopeless —  Struggling” — Shiyu Bei(F)
“Panic & Fear — Painful & Resentful — Numb — Escape & Avoid” — Hongfei Li(F)
“Scared — Depressed — Numb — Ashamed” — Tingxin Wang(F)
“Hopeless — Shameless — Scared — Mental Disordered — Hopeful — Calm” —Peishan Guo(F)
“Anxious — Unknown — Violated — Desire to Escape — Redemption” — Yuanbin Wang(M)
“Shock — Fearful — Unfair — Angry — Numb” — Dawei Tang(M)
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Phase 1.2 SUBLIME
The project works to create a sublime experience in the landscape to 
explicate the existence of violence — to the female body as well as to the 
land. This project creates an analogical sublime experience to bring people’s 
attention to this violence.
In his project, the sublime is a complex feeling composed of terror and 
pleasure. In most cases, beauty is apprehended by visitors immediately and 
their first impression is pleasurable. The impression of fear comes next. The 
fear is not temporally or spatially close to the viewer. The individual sees the 
physical landscape, but doesn’t see the invisible, which invokes the terror, the 
hidden history or danger of the site and its context. Instead, the viewer just 
sees remnants and clues that triggers an imagination of the site's history.
The experience of the sublime could be achieved by changing one’s emotions 
along a particular sequence of spaces to comprise a narrative of disturbance 
and terror. In Bloedel Reserve, the experience from the moss garden to the 
reflection garden, through the woods and to the distant bird garden, all 
establish a catalog of ways humans have shaped, controlled, and engaged 
the natural world. A person experiences the beauty of the garden first. Then, 
the burned remains of the alder grove evoke imagination of the fire in 1910, 
as giant tree stumps recall the logging operation that once exsited at the 
site. The narrative promenade as a whole invokes the site’s history and the 
human disturbance.
To remove one from the physical world through the 
suggestion of infinity-is dependent on the rooms that 
precede and follow it. It is part of an ensemble.
— Elizabeth Meyer
6
7
6. Meyer, Elizabeth K. “Seized by sublime sentiments: between terra firma and terra 
incognita.” Richard Haag: bloedel reserve and gas works park. Princeton Architectural Press, New 
York(1998): 5-28.
7. Ibid.
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In the previous chapter, women’s suffering was discussed in 
the past, the present and in the future. The suffering could 
be demonstrated in the landscape by narrative sequencing. 
The sequence as a whole could show the narrative of women’s 
suffering. It would create beauty and pleasure at each scene, 
but establish terror by the inability of the viewer to imagine 
the full scope of the story and visualize the whole space.
If the first step is to visualize and demonstrate suffering 
by sequence, as mentioned above, the second step is 
to establish reciprocal connections and invoke collective 
consciousness what I call “offering”. By interacting with this 
sequence, the visitor can understand the suffering through 
their own experience and perception, invoking the sublime.
Sublime
Visitor's Visual Pleasure +Visitor's own imagination & feeling of terror
Pleasure Terror
Visible Invisible
Physical Landscape Sequence
Demonstrate Suffering by Design
Offering
Build Connection
Experience the sublimeTouch
Feminine Oppression to Land & Body
18
Phase 1.3 SITE
Graffi Pier is located in northeast Philadelphia along the Delaware River near Richmond Street. It is inside one of the largest 
vacant areas along Daleware River
Graffiti Pier
Site Location
Industry
Downtown
Dal
ewa
re R
iver
Vacant
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It is the lower second pier of this vacant area. The highway in the north seperate it from nearby neighborhood.
The site includes the pier 18 and the vacant area with dense plants before entering the pier.
Residential
Commercial
Vacant
Industry
Highway
Daleware River
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LIBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA
A view of the Port Richmond rail yard in 1925. 
The massive Port Richmond complex of yards and piers in the City of Philadelphia. 
Pictured is Pier 18 coal dumper on April 8, 1927. (Reading Company photo. RCT&HS Collection)
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Photo by Bradley Maule
The middle tower has been demolished.
“Graffiti Pier.” Philamedia, www.phila.media/graffiti-pier-page/.
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Path on Top
Scenarios
Path on Ground
Path Under Structure
Proposed Path on Ground
Proposed Path on Top
Start
End
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Forest
Walk Under the Structure
Go up
End of the Pier
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Phase 1.4 CASE STUDIES
If creating an analogical sublime experience with sequence and reciprocal 
connection is the big strategies to address the existence of feminine 
oppression. Gutai Art is the specific tactics to achieve it.
Gutai, translates as “concrete”, is a reflection of the artists’ desire to push 
beyond the abstract representation with experiments in pure materiality. It 
was founded in 1954 by Jiro Yoshihara in Osaka, Japan. There are four main 
features in this type of art:
 1. It represents artists’ rejection of Japanese isolation during World 
War II and their desire to be a part of a new, liberal-minded Japan.
 2. It encourages individual expression instead of the notion of a 
national body.
 3. It rejects representative art, and leaves plenty of room for viewers 
to come up with potential meanings on their own.
 4. It desires to investigate the reciprocal connection between matter 
and physical action, the relationship between human spirit and material.
Japanese isolation New, Liberal-minded
Individual ExpressionNational Body Notion
Representative Art Matter and Physical Action
Gutai Art is applied in two ways. The first is dealing with the materials on site, 
designing and creating this sequence. The second is designing a reciprocal 
connection between the visitors and the terror hidden in sequence. The first 
is to use Gutai Art as a medium to visualize and demonstrate the suffering 
of individuals, the site, the comfort women, the feminine oppression. The 
second is to design a way to  connect visitors and the design, to invoke the 
inner sublime feeling of their own.
Gutai Art
8
9
8. “Gutai.” Artsy, www.artsy.net/gene/gutai.
9. Summarized based on “The Gutai Group Movement, Artists and Major Works.” The Art Story, 
www.theartstory.org/movement-gutai.htm.
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Challenge To The Mud (1955)
Artist: Kazuo Shiraga
Laceration of Paper (1956)
Artist: Saburõ Murakami
Please Draw Freely (1956)
Artist: Jirõ Yoshihara
Water(1956)
Artist: Motonaga Sadamasa
Marks with Feet(1956)
Artist: Kazuo Shiraga and Satoru 
Hoshino
Gutai Art Cases
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Recall(1970)
Artist: Beili Liu
Auto-destructive Art(2004)
Artist: Gustav Metzger
Work (1970)
Artist: Douglas Gordon
Other Case studies
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The different interactions that the artists manipulate with the materials could 
not only be a reference for landscape design, but also provide the visitors 
with a chance to interact with the landscape. For example, in Challenge To 
The Mud project: the artist embraced the mud with his whole body; moved, 
crawled and mixed himself with the mud; exhausted himself. I could either 
create a still mud by manipulation, or design a mud that people could jump 
in. People sense the connection between the land and body by embracing 
the earth.
In Auto-destructive Art, the beauty comes from destruction. The art piece 
is not still. The viewer could almost imagine what the original piece look 
alike, what the process of this destruction, and even what will happen if the 
deconstruction continues. This indeterminacy is a source for sublime too.
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Phase 1.5 MATERIAL EXPLORATION
Abrase Etch Drip Melt
BurnBurnBurnBurn
Stab
Cut Crumple Corrode Stretch
Cut Beat Crack
Materials:
Plexiglass
Wax
Fabric
Paper
Clay
Foam
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Dripping Wax
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Phase 1.5 MATERIAL EXPLORATION
Related Actions: 
push
crush
invade
press
hit
whip
rape
CLAY
“Clay is a medium that can become an extension of the flesh in a way that no other material 
can.”
I stop by a pond of mud with a footprint on it, I am 
wondering why it is here and who left it.
I stop by a pond of mud while walking, and I have to 
detour to reach the other side.
I engage my whole body into the mud, until I am 
exhausted. I feel my attachment to earth.
-Antony Gormley
Related Emotions: 
miserable
exhausted
terror
angry
numb
“the iron in our blood, the redness of the clay being something to do the with the iron in the 
earth, which is also the iron in our blood, which somehow makes a connection between flesh 
and planet.”
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The different forms of water challenges people's 
perception of the space. The obscrurity gives it 
potentia for sublime.
Related Actions:
drink
break
step on
disturb
Drip
Related Emotions:
miserable
exhausted
terrified
angry
numb
grief
WATER
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glass: 
shiny
hard
wax: 
translucent
soft
slimy
physical 
vulnerable
GLASS & WAX
Related Actions: 
break
drip
burn
melt
push
press
kick
hit
drag
break
crush
Related Emotions: 
miserable
terror
angry
fearful
The dripping wax is beautiful and vulnerable. The visitor could feel the pleasure and the 
danger of falling wax while they move though the space. By bringing dripping curtains of 
vines, it enhances the depth of the space and people's perception of light.
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Related Actions: 
cut
tear
burn
hang
crumple
stretch
Related Emotions: 
miserable
terror
numb
grief
hope
calm
FABRIC RUST & MOSS
Related Actions: 
cut
crush
invade
scratch
die
Related Emotions: 
miserable
terror
dark
hopeless
exhausted
The fabric could be an 
extension of the space 
understructure. It creates an 
in-between space for people 
to wonder. It also creates 
possibilities for people to 
interact with fabric if they 
wants to pass through space. 
This tangible connection with 
the material invoke people's 
mindfulness.
The iron is cutting the structure. It looks like a scar on the 
structure, but it connects the space above structure and under 
structure together.
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In this phase, I discovered that the sublime is not a terminal goal, but a 
method to achieve an objective —to invoke people’s consciousness of the 
existence of feminine oppression. From the visitor’s perspective, pleasure 
is the first impression, and terror comes next. The two together create a 
sublime experience. In this project, it is reversed. This project proposes a 
possible design process of three steps to create a sublime experience:
1. Objectives: figure out what’s the invisible in the terror.
2. Strategies: visualize the invisible by designing the physical landscape.
3. Operation: connect visitors and landscape.
Though the interaction with landscape is the third step, the consideration of 
the operation is embedded in the second step. This model could be used as 
a reference to create sublime experiences for future landscape architects.
Visitor Visitor
Landscape Archtect
Interact with
Realize
Figure Out
visualized by
Foster InteractionSee
Pass
Touch
Landscape Pleasure
Indeterminacy
Unknown
Collective Consciousness
Connection
Sublime
+
Visible
Story Terror Invisible
Findings + Conclusions
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In this project, the invisble is the existence of feminine oppression. By 
studying comfort women and conducting a survey about their experience, it 
is not hard to conclude people all have different understandings of violence. 
It is a personal and individual feeling, but it could also connect all of us. In 
Phase II, it will be necessary to do more literature review and surveys about 
where people's feeling overlap and how collective consciousness could be 
invoked by landscape. In-depth precedent studies about the features that 
invoke a sublime experience is also a necessity.
The site’s history,  its undervalued structures and its current suffering from 
graffiti artists are resources of the invisible too. The existing sequence of 
different spaces on site gives it potential to create a sublime experience from 
another aspect — indeterminacy, obscuring people’s experience of time and 
space. 
Gutai Art could be used to design landscape with the goal of creating 
a sublime experience. The visitor could sense the connection between 
the matter and physical actions from Gutai Art, which will contribute to 
demonstrating the suffering. On the other hand, as Gutai Art emphasizes 
on people's engagement, it could be used as a reference to design visitors' 
reciprocal interaction with the landscape. In this case, it ould reqg programs 
that people couold use on site.
Material explorations were carried out with different actions and find some 
effective verbs (drip, cut, etch, burn, stretch) that might be used for later 
design. By collaging, It was found that clay, water, fabric, iron, glass and 
wax have potentials for designer's manipulation and visitors' interactve 
experience.
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The interest and significance of the topic is clearly articulated. The 
investigation of sublime is in-depth and strong. The choice of the site is 
reasonable. The site does have a relationship with both topics and has 
potential to achieve the objectives.
However, the reasoning about why creating a sublime experience could 
address this issue is not clear enough. It is a little confused whether the 
author wants to challenge the existing site features or reinforce them, 
whether the author is challenging a belief system or designing a memorial 
for comfort women. If the author wants people to address the existence of 
female oppression, then more studies on what invokes sympathetic feeling 
needs to be done in the next phase.
Since the topic is heavy by itself, the focus on creating terror might make the 
site too terrified and lose the beautiful side of sublime. In the next phase, the 
research should pay attention to the tension between the beauty and terror, 
and articulate well what positive about the sublime. 
The material exploration based on Gutai Art could be an inspiration for later 
design. The explorations and collages made by the author demonstrat the 
author's strong spirit of enagement, through touching something, passing 
through something and other actions. More research on programs and 
landscape case studies should be carried out to create a typology of activities 
and interactions.
Assessment
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1.  “Port Richmond Rail Yards.” Real Estate Solutions Group, www.resgroup.net/projects/industrial-development/port-richmond-rail-yards/.
2. Slow Violence is an ideal raised by Nixon, Rob. in his book Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor. Harvard University Press, 2011. “By slow violence, I mean a violence that occurs 
gradually and out of sight, a violence of delayed destruction that is dispersed across time and space, an attritional violence that is typically not viewed as violence at all.”
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Abstract
The investigation of this phase focuses on the study of the 
existing conditions of the site. It investigates the object traces, 
materiality and the spatial qualities of the site that could invoke 
the sublime experience.
A design principle of programming proposes to create a 
sublime experience in response  to Phase I’s conclusion.
Section collages and analysis studies the sequence and the 
sensory qualities of the context and the threshold of the site.
Enclosure, dimension and vision are the criteria to evaluate the 
spatial qualities in a more rigorous way, which contributes to a 
classification of the site spaces.
41
Introduction Methods
This phase starts from concluding Phase I’s understanding of 
sublime and proposes a design principle of programming to 
foster the sublime experience.
To achieve programming, it is necessary to understand deeply 
of the materiality and spatial qualities of the site in current 
conditions.  Thus studies of site conditions, precedent cases 
and intervention tests prepare for Phase III’s programming 
design.
1. Observation: observe and experience on site
2. Modeling: draw sections and collages of the site, make physical models of 
the site
3. Interpretation: diagrams to create a narrative according to sublime definition 
in this project
4. Classification: classify the spaces on site into 8 different categories
5. Case Studies and Evaluation: study the programing ideas in cases that share 
similar features of the site or  have a sublime experience
6. Experiments: propose and test different interventions by making models
42
Phase 2.1 DESIGN PRINCIPLES
In phase I, it shows that the experience of sublime has three main attributes: 
a composition of pleasure and terror, the indeterminacy and the collective 
consciousness.
In this phase, design principles are made to achieve the three aspects:
1. Sublime is a complexed feeling composed of pleasure and terror. It could 
be evoked by designing the present objects to evoke not present programs 
either from the past history or the unpredictable future.
2. Creating a feeling of indeterminacy through designing a sequence of the 
change of spaces arousing a sense of the unknown of the space, what is in 
front and what is behind; a sense of the unknown of the time, what was the 
past and what is the future.
3. Invoking collective consciousness from amplifying the traces, materialities 
and spatial qualities of the sites showing the land’s vulnerabilities as well as 
the grittiness.
SUBLIME
43
PROGRAMMING
UNDERSTANDS THE MATERIALITY 
AND SPATIAL QUALITIES 
OF THE SITE
PLEASURE          +               TERROR
INDETERMINACY
COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS
Evokes the not present 
history and future 
disturbance
show the vulnerabilities 
and grittiness of the 
female and the land
achieves the changes of 
spaces in a sequence
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From the plan and sections, one could understand what the 
site’s condition, from the outside vacant area to the entrance 
of the pier. From north to south, the section shows the I-95 
highway, the Richmond Road, a fence, a large vacant concrete 
ground, a  large forest with some beaten paths, a barren land 
without any vegetation.
I-95 highway
CONTEXT
Phase 2.2 CONTEXT & THRESHOLD
Section a-a’    1’’ = 200’ Zoom in One Zoom in Two
0 50’
SCALE: 1’’ = 200’
a
a’
b
b
100’ 200’
Before Access: A Sense of Wondering—The Indeterminacy
the richmond road
fence  a large vacant concrete ground a  large forest with some  beaten paths barren land
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Outside of the vacant zone where the Graffiti Pier is located, is Richmond Street 
under I-95. One sees the fences next to the road that prevents trespassers from 
the riverfront. One could see some concrete land with rusted iron remnants 
that are more than 50 feet long. No one knows what these remnants were 
used for and how long they have been here. It makes people wonder what is 
behind the forest at the back of this concrete land, and what has happened on 
this site before. People driving on the highway see part of the water body and 
the vacant land at riverfront, but cannot see the structure of the Graffiti Pier 
because the dense forest blocks their views.
Zoom in One  1’’ = 40’
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When one walks closer to the pier, one sees a wide road next 
to a large vacant space. This is a huge vacant concrete ground 
without anything but three industrial buildings and a police 
car. One can see a tiny narrow entrance with several concrete 
barricades covered with graffiti. It looks just like the image one 
could find on the websites before one goes to the site. A large 
barren land next to the entrance, provides contrast to this flat 
concrete area.
Phase 2.2 CONTEXT & THRESHOLD
Zoom in Two  1’’ = 40’
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A person could wander around but could only see an ambiguous 
outline of the structure from the distance. Even it is just a 
tiny outline of the pier, it still evokes a sense of wonder and 
awe, making a person wonder about the structure and what 
the feeling she experiences when standing there. It might be 
because of the isolation of the structure from the land next to 
it, or the contrast between the wild open barren land blocked 
by low concrete barricades, or this weird structure hidden in 
wild branches.
When the policeman drives away in the late afternoon, people 
could slip into the beaten road behind the barricades entrance. 
This crumbling narrow path provides a different tactile 
experience contrasts to the flat artificial concrete road. Ponds 
of water remind people to be careful about what is under 
their feet. The forest on the left becomes denser while almost 
nothing grows on the right side of the path. It makes people 
wonder if someone demolished the buildings here, or burned 
down the land to be flat. Was it wild originally? Or have it been 
disturbed?
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THRESHOLD
Phase 2.2 CONTEXT & THRESHOLD
a
b
While one gets closer into the site, the colored graffiti walls 
appear, arousing one’s initial curiosity to get closer. The 
stunning and shocking feeling is evoked when people arrive 
at the middle of the structure, when two sets of high, massive 
and weighty concrete structures embrace them. Colorful 
graffiti covers the structures; wild camphor trees crack the 
ground, with branches stretching into the sky; and everywhere 
aerosol paint cans, beer cans, pieces of glass are left. 
Section Elevation b-b’   1’’ = 200’
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Current Condition
Remnants of Structure
Wild Trees
Remains of Paint
TERROR
+
PLEASURE
The Past Disturbance
The Future Disturbance
PROGRAMS
HISTORY
THE UNPRESENT
Emotional
Evoke
Evoke
Imagine
THE PRESENT
Physical
These present objects and the vacant space in all creates a narrative about what is present and what is not present. On the one 
hand, the structure’s remnants show the disturbance and the abandonment of its history. People could almost imagine the rail 
cars moving on the railroad  tracks and particles of coal left under the structures. On the other hand, the graffiti on the walls 
and the trash on the ground are traces for human’s current disturbances and activities. People could start to form an image of 
how people are using this space in a variety of ways, but could never form the entire image of these possibilities. The wild trees 
shows the gritty nature on this site. It is vulnerable and fragile so that people could tack nails and climb on it if they wish. But it 
is also strong enough to grow and to survive in this tough environment.
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Walking from the start of the pier 
towards the end of the pier, the 
volume and the space reverse in order 
to investigate the spaces that people 
could occupy. From this overlap, 
one could understand where the 
space separates and where the space 
connects.
Phase 2.3 SEQUENCE AND SPATIAL QUALITIES
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Based on the dimension, enclosure and 
vision of the space, the spaces divide into 
8 different categories.
The different attributes of these spaces 
could become a base for the proposals of 
programs inside these spaces in Phase III.
Spatial Analysis
Phase 2.3 SEQUENCE AND SPATIAL QUALITIES
Space Overlap
Mid Understructure
Threshold Two
Threshold One
W 17’-28’
H 17’-28’
L 105’
W 55’
W 8’
L 130’
H 10-12’
H 20’
L 12’
H 6’-15’
W 4’-7’
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Top of Structure
Open Space
Isolated Rooms
Between Railroads
Between Walls
L 17-70’
H 10’-14’
W 12’
W 2’-3’
H 12’-28’
W 12’
H 8-12’
L 20’
H 18-25’
L 130’
W 33’
W 68’
W 26’
W 15’W 15’
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Section Perspective  A-A’
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A
A’
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Section Perspective  B-B’
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B
B’
60
1896 Start of Coal Industry
1927 Prosperity
1950 Demolish of the Tower
1991 Abandon
Section Perspective  C-C’
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1896 Start of Coal Industry
Section Perspective  C-C’
Section Perspective  D-D’
Section Perspective  E-E’
Section Perspective  F-F’
C’
D’
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Phase 2.4 CASE STUDIES
 The former mining city asked to add new function to the 
60 meter high rubble mountain, and to redevelop the old 
industrial buildings into a cultural hot spot where its history 
can be experienced in a playful way.
1
1
Play Landscape be-MINE
Carve Landscape Architecture 
OMGEVING Landscape Architecture
The values of the industrial heritage have been a continuous 
leading theme in the design process that resulted in an 
“The design consists of three parts, that create a unity 
with the mountain and its past: a pole forest as a landmark, 
an adventurous prismatic play surface on the flank of the 
mountain and a coal square on the top of the ‘terril’. The 
spine of the ensemble is a straight stairs that provides access 
to all levels. At night, a light line along the stairs makes the 
topography of the terril visible.”
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The destination at the top of the hill is a large flat circle by 
gravels and concretes. The gray color and the raw texture 
mimics the feeling of a mine, which could remind people of its 
historic disturbance.
Two most intriguing parts of this project are the sequence it 
creates that enables people’s physical actions with matters on 
the site. People could choose either climbing on the concrete 
geometry, walking on stairs or interacting with the wire 
1 “Play Landscape Be-MINE.” Landezine, www.landezine.com/index.php/2016/10/play-landscape-be-mine-beringen-be-by-carve-and-omgeving/.
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Phase 2.5 INTERVENTION TESTS
Be mindful of the ground
This intervention creates a transition of ground textures from 
more modern and contrmporary concrete to the remants 
of tree trunks, and to the coal-color irons. It aims to invoke 
people's feeling transiting from the high-technological world 
to the disturbed nature and to the disturbance of the site.
Facilitate the disturbance
The left one is to amplify the disturbance on a retaining wall at 
the threshold of the site. It makes the crumbling wall facilitate 
the climbing activities for adventurers.
The right one is the installations of layers of fabrics that 
people could paint or even break the fabrics. Because of the 
softness of the fabrics, wind and light could disturb to create 
change of spaces. 
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Be mindful of passing through
This series of interventions create three different possible 
interventions on the gate of one cells of the structure column. 
It aims to make people be aware of what they are passing 
through by making it dangerous, or challenging. All the 
interventions are made from the materials on site.
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In this phase, the research creates a more solid foundation for Phase III’s design 
and interventions.
The understanding of sublime extends to the sensory experience and spatial 
qualities of a space, which gives it criteria to follow for later designs. Everything 
mentioned in previous chapter is more accurate to be considered as disturbance 
instead of violence. Instead of the narratives, it is not about pleasure and terror, 
but more about the present and the not present; it is not about the feminine 
oppression, but more about human’s disturbance. The conversation about 
female body and land could continue when thinking about design interventions 
to evoke the emotions when the body or the land is being disturbed.
One way to show the vulnerabilities is to create spaces that foster the feelings 
of being disturbed, of being violently treated, for example, the loss of identities 
or being trapped. The other way is to create interventions that facilitate people’s 
disturbing to the sites, amplifying the features that the land is easily disturbed. 
in terms of this concept, more research is needed.
In this phase, a typology of the spaces is established. In Phase III, these spaces 
could become a container for inserting programming ideas into it.
Findings + Conclusions
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The rigorous site analysis and studies are a good way to understand more about 
the features of the site. The diagrams and the narratives somehow show the 
material qualities of the site, however, more visual representations as well as 
models to show the material qualities are necessary. It could help clarify what 
exactly the features are that evokes sublime experience. The specific features —
the scale, the massiveness or the repetitions could demonstrate graphically for 
one to capture the essence of what creates sublime.
The project should also think about how the context and the threshold could 
change to create an experience that is more appropriate to this project's 
intention. The consideration about how people enter the site in the future, what 
their experiences could be before they enter the site, and how they differ from 
their experiences, walking through the site.
A clearer brief could clarify the vision of this site. Some bold design movements 
are needed in the next phase to make programing achieve the objectives of this 
project.
Assessment
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PHASE III METOO GROUND
ABSTRACT + INTRODUCTION
3.1 ONGOING PROGRAMS
3.2 SAFETY ISSUES
3.3 DESIGN
FINDINGS + CONCLUSIONS
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Abstract
This phase focuses on the site-specific design interventions to 
evoke an urban sublime experience.
Interviews and research on site are done to better understand 
the fascination and the issues of the site.
A framework of strategies have been proposed to achieve the 
objectives set in earlier phases.
A variety of disturbances and design interventions are made to 
create different emotions and programs on site.
The design interventions are tested through a variety of 
representation methods like drawings, models, videos.
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Introduction Methods
This phase starts from another round of observation, interviews 
and research on site.
To set a more convincing dialogue between the topic and the 
site,  new framework are proposed through the re-evaluation 
of the site and the refinement of the definition of urban sublime 
experience.
A site-specific design is proposed and visualized to test the 
ideas.
1. Observation: observe and experience on site
2. Interview: communicate with the visitors on site and ask questions 
3. Evaluation and Diagnostic: Evaluate the strong and weak features of the 
site, and conclude
4. Interpretation: diagrams to create a narrative according to sublime definition 
in this project and the site specific evaluations
5. Projective Design: design according to the strategy framework
6. Experiments: propose and test different interventions by making models 
and drawings
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Phase 3.1 ONGOING PROGRAMS
Since the weather is getting warmer, more diverse groups of people are 
found on site. Visitors are found everywhere above and below the structure, 
walking, sitting, fishing, climbing, smoking and drinking. A teenager says:"My 
father loved hanging out here when he was a teenager. This place has been 
popular for decades."
Children are hanging out, bicycling around site. They swing and swim next to 
trees and bushes at the waterfront.
Graffiti Artists are painting on the concrete walls of the understructure, 
expressing whatever their thoughts are. They drink here and are inspired by 
the changing arts on the wall.
A group of Hiphop boys are found at the end of the pier. They are 
barbecuing, smoking and drinking. One boy is recording a video for the rest, 
as they are playing and singing a hiphop song. They are enjoying the most of 
the pier since there's no control and nobody will interrupt them. 
A group of students from Temple Universities come to Graffiti Pier for the 
first time. They hear from the site from instagrams, so they are hanging out, 
taking photography and enjoying the weather here.
A young couple is sitting next to the river, facing the most great view of the 
city skyline and  the Ben Franklin Bridge. They enjoys the wind, the sun and 
the moisture from the water.
A closer interview is made towards people on site. The users of the site are 
asked a few questions:
1. How do you hear about this place?
2. How often do you come to this place?
3. Why do you like being here?
4. What are you always doing here?
The diagrams on the right page shows the main points from each 
conversation.
INTERVIEW ON SITE
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Children
Graffiti Artist
Students
Nearby Resisidences
Hiphop Boys
Lovers
"In the summer, we will be here 
almost everyday or every other day."
"We are bicycling, swimming, having 
fun..."
"Just be close to water"
"The graffiti keeps changing, you 
could always find inspiration here"
"You could draw and express whatever you want."
"We come here occasionally, especially in a 
nice weather."
"This is our first time here, the view 
and the grafitti are so cool here."
"We find the space on instagram."
"Today, the weather is lovely, so we decide 
to come here to relax and take some 
beautiful   
  
"My father always comes here 
when he was a teenager at my age."
"climbing, drinking and barbecuing here"
"It has been a popular place since 
decades ago."
"We are always around here. Half of 
the Graffiti you see here are made by us."
"It's free here. You could smoke, drink, and 
nobody will interrupt you."
"Larger Space for barbecue."
"We enjoy the view of the city, 
the wind, the freedom of being here."
"You could sit down and relax for a 
whole afternoon."
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Phase 3.2 SAFETY ISSUES
Due to the wilderness and lack of visibility, sexual violence can happen on these 
sites, which prevents women from enjoying the beauty and adventurous nature 
of these sites. In 2015, two girls were raped here.The increasing of crime 
eventually resulted in the closure of the entire area in May, 2018.
News about Crimes and Safety
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"URBAN SUBLIME — An awesome and overpowering 
awareness of city beyond sense and sight."  
— Graham Coreil Allen
Three Big Questions
Women have been under-represented and abused for centuries. They should 
not be excluded from enjoying natural beauty and at the same time be 
protected from sexual violence. Public awareness must be raised regarding 
the issue of sexual violence against woman at these sites and former victims 
also need a way to heal from the wounds. That’s why this project addresses 
three questions:
How could we arouse people’s attention to the issue of sexual violence?
How could we transform an unsafe space into a one that shows special care 
for women?
How could we design a healing journey for victims who suffered from sexual 
violence?
To achieve the above objectives, this project creates a “Metoo Ground”  to 
evoke an urban sublime experience, or "an awesome and overpowering 
awareness of city beyond sense and sight" said by Graham Coreil Allen.
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Phase 3.3 DESIGN
INFORM RECLAIM:
• Three Zones
• Two Paths
• Three Stories
ENHANCE:
• Visual Access
• Physical Access
• Emotional Access
PROGRAM:
• For victims to rejoin
• For non-victims to reflect
• For all to share equally
CONNECT
HEAL
Strategies
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Phase 3.4 DESIGN
N
0 100’
SCALE: 1’’ = 400’
200’ 400’
PLAN
Section A-A'
1''=400'
A
A’
This project is evoking an urban sublime experience to inform, connect and heal.
To inform, two paths and three zones of the site create two stories along two main circulation systems with three chapters -- “pristine “disturbed” “aware” as a way 
to inform non-victims of women’s suffering and the disturbance of the site, and to remind victims of their rights and sense of belonging to the communities.
To connect, a direct and accessible path to the pier from outside improves its accessibility and visibility, which makes it safer. The non-victims and the victims are 
connected by enhancing the interaction between above and below through physically access, visibility, sound, and touch.
To heal, diverse programs are created to heal wounds of victims by bringing them back to the communities, which could be easily shared. 
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LawnSand Mud High Grass Tree CanopyRusted iron wall Soil Existing Footprint of 
Demolished Coal Tower
Wood Iron
Concrete 
Blocks
Steel
Remanant Material of the site
Material
PRISTINE DISTURBANCE DISTURBANCE AWARE
New  Iron WallSeats Constructed by 
Site Concrete Blocks
Transparent Tubes with 
Pure Materials
Columns Based on the 
Footprint of the Coal Tower
New Rope Course Playground
Structure
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PRISTINE DISTURBANCE DISTURBANCE AWARE
Space
New Threshold
New Threshold
Connect above and below Reconnect two structures Connect to water
New Main Path
Nature Path
Circulation
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Phase 3.4 SEQUENCE
PRISTINE SOIL
CARVED UNDERGROUND
PRISTINE
By carving into the ground, 
it reminds people of the 
undisturbed state of the soil, 
the pristine nature.
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DISTURBED SITE
INDETERMINATE PROGRAMS
DISTURBED
By redesigning landform, it 
evokes people’s    memory 
of the historic disturbance on 
site.
It also provide access from 
below to above.
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DISTURBED
By carving into the structure and redesigning the land form, it creates a 
dialogue for people above and below, ananological to the dialogue between 
victims and non-victims.
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BE EMPATHY
BE TRAPPED
DISTURBED
By redesigning more trapped 
space, it evokes people’s 
empathy of feeling the pain 
and darkness that the victims 
has suffered.
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AWARE
By redesigning the columns and rope course on the 
footprint of the site, people will be aware of the 
previous existence of the coal tower.
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PROGRAMS
EventsSafe Programs Fashion Show CampingYoga
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Camping
88
Adventurous Programs Climbing Wall Climbing Tower Rope CourseClimbing Net
PROGRAMS
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In this phase, the relationship between site, sexual violence and sublime is 
more clarified. 
More situated context is set up in this phase. The dialogue about sexual 
violence on site that prevents girls from going to the site gives it more credit 
about why this issue is addressed on this specific site. Also, the transformation 
from focusing on comfort woman to more universal sexual violence broad its 
meaning. 
The observations and interviews on site displays the fascination about the site 
and how the site is  being used currently. The collected information becomes 
important resources and inspirations for the following program designs.
A framework of strategies — “inform“,“connect“,“heal“is proposed to 
achieve the concept of addressing sexual violence and healing. Each concept 
is transformed into landscape interventions, like reclaiming zones and paths, 
enhance accessibilities and create new programs.
The final designs are shown through graphic representations including a video 
tour. The rendering of the spatial and material qualities help communicate the 
emotions and the programs of the design.
Findings + Conclusions
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The overall design are very bold and really explores how landscape architect 
could use urban sublime experience as a tool to celebrate a specific concept. 
The transformation of an abandoned unsafe place into a new park that is 
both safe and adventurous is novel and exciting, which migh become a new 
possibility and typology for future design of this type of sites.
Questions about how important the subjective narrative is in a design project 
is raised up. Either the project is a memorial, or the narrative is just served as 
a tool for landscape architect to figure out a more consistant way of design.
The drawing of the site's relationship to its context is missing, which makes it 
hard to evaluate some aspects of the project, like circulation around the site.
In all, big progress is made in this phase, which surpasses the previous 
schedules. Even some detail designs have been made to capture the delicate 
moments of emotions and help build the narrative. The programs of risk, the 
climbing net, walls, rope course are the most powerful and distinguished part 
of the design. The physical actions in these programs creates a dialogue to 
Gutai Art that the project has explored in the earlier phase.
Programs that are more specific about physical actions should be made to 
make the idea of "Metoo Ground" stronger.
Assessment
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Overall Assessment
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Final Conclusions
The urban sublime experience, expanded from typically vast feeling of nature, 
has more profound meaning in contemporary context. It could be used as 
a tool to transform an under-evaluated place to a site where people could 
understand the historic and cultural changes beyond space and time.
This project explores and defines sublime as something including presented 
and not presented, visible landscape and invisible story. It creates a model 
about how landscape architect could evoke an urban sublime experience and 
how visitors approach to this feeling. This urban sublime experience should 
include both collective consciousness and the indeterminacy. The collective 
consciousness is the story behind the site what connects visitor together, while 
the indeterminacy is the unpredicted future programs.
To test whether the methods could achieve the goal, the author selected 
Graffiti Pier as the site to test. To understand sublime in a more solid way, 
the research interprets the the dialogue between the  human disturbance and 
original nature on site: how the nature as a feminine object being disturbed 
and changed over time by human’s disturbance. This project also identifies 
the safety concerns and the sexual violence danger of an abandoned post-
industrial site.
Starting from caring for women, the women’s right to enjoy the beauty of 
the site without worrying about sexual violence. The suffering of the sexual 
violence victims are chosen as a hidden story to convey. That’s what the 
collective consciousness is in this project. At the same time, the wilderness of 
the site and the freedom of being on site is what makes it attractive. This is 
where the indeterminacy is, and the project doesn’t want to lose that essential 
part.
By analyzing the spatial and material qualities of the site, a deeper understanding 
about why it is attrative and unsafe is researched. This provide the basis for the 
design strategies in the Phase III.
In Phase III, a projective design is proposed. It is believed that evoking an 
urban sublime experience has the power to inform, connect and heal in this 
particular project. Design interventions like reclaiming zones and paths, 
enhance accessibilities, and create new programs are made. The design of the 
space, and the change of the emotions are visualized by drawings, models and 
videos.
According to the final response of the design, it shows that evoking an urban 
sublime experience is a powerful way to achieve a particular narrative. The 
transformation of an unsafe abandoned place to a safer but also adventurous 
shared ground is also a possible good choice for this type of landscape.
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Final Assessment
The project starts from an intuitive emotion of caring for comfort women 
and sexual violence victims. The strong and clear concept helps clarify the 
understanding of urban sublime experience. It also contributes to the choice 
of site. However, the struggling of intellectualizing this intuitive feeling is 
throughout the whole process.
The observation of the site and the analysis of the spatial and material qualities 
of the site provides more quantitative and rigorous understanding of the 
space. It helps shifting the narrative from too personal specific events to a 
more universal caring for women. This also makes the argument more site-
specific and stronger.
The second phase, the process is slower than schedule because of the 
hesitation of combining sexual violence topic to a particular post-industrial 
site. The decision about whether to create a memorial or to challenge the site 
is not made on time. The preliminary design intervention and tests should 
be made more in Phase II, so that the Phase III could build based on that 
argument.
Case Studies help a lot in developing the design. By studying different cases, 
it helps the understanding of what kind of space is needed for this particular 
project,what features do they have in common and how could this project 
take away from those cases. Some material choices, light considerations are 
learned through case studies. A more synthesized report about case studies 
and how it helps should be included.
Because almost all the strategies and design interventions are formed in Phase 
III, it makes it very hard to consider details. Some earlier studies like Gutai 
Art could be referenced in a more thorough way if there’s more time. The 
results comes out that the programs engaging most physical interactions are 
the most intriguing ones.
The most impressive lesson learned from this project is balancing the intuitive 
emotion and the intellectualization. Next time, if the narrative and dialogue 
about “why” is not clear, it would be better to just do more bold intuitive 
interventions. Sometimes, “the associationist model” would help more if 
one starts from a very intuitive point or a personal interest. The “complex 
intellectual activity model“ is also helpful, especially in terms of case studies 
and acknowledgment of what is good.
In terms of realizing the objectives, the project shifts a little bit from where 
it originates. However, it is actually more focused on the most important and 
seminal part of the issue - why sexual violence should be addressed. The final 
design and outcomes create a nice conversation about this transformation 
intervention. It tests out that the model created from Phase I could be achieved 
through projective design. From this aspect, this project is successful.
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